
Deconstructing DESeq2
Building Blocks of Differential Abundance Testing



Goal: Characterizing Variation
- How does variation in RSV counts reflect sample characteristics?

- Is it consistent with existing theories? 
- Does it suggest new hypothesis?

- How are characteristics of columns associated with characteristics of rows?
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- Inference: Quantify degree of uncertainty in associations
- Visualization: Compress complexity into interpretable representation

Confidence Intervals (from Neyman’s 1937 paper) Time Series (from Playfair, 1805)
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Goal: Characterizing Variation
- Statistical Tools

- Inference: Quantify degree of uncertainty in associations
- Visualization: Compress complexity into interpretable representation

Our focus here will (mostly) be inference.
A (naive) starting point:

Control
Treatment



Challenges
- A few characteristics of microbiome data make it challenging to analyze
- We’ll discuss techniques for dealing with these issues
- Especially in relation to DESeq2

Batch Effects (“normalization”) Count structure / Skewness High-Dimensionality 
(few samples + multiple testing)
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- Method designed for RNA-seq differential expression analysis
- Has been used widely in microbiome studies

- Microbiome-specific adaptation still open research problem (as far as I am aware)
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DESeq2 Overview
- Method designed for RNA-seq differential expression analysis
- Has been used widely in microbiome studies

- Microbiome-specific adaptation still open research problem

Let’s try to motivate each component.

Batch Effects (“normalization”) Count structure / Skewness High-Dimensionality 
(few samples + multiple 
testing)
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Normalization
Why do we need normalization?

- Sources of technical variation resulting from experimental setup
- Confounds true biological variation of interest

Examples

- Differences in sample prep or sequencing protocol
- Sequencing depth

- True biological effects, unrelated to what you care about
- Age of person sample was collected from



Simple (but problematic) Solutions
- Rarefaction

- Subsample counts across samples down to the minimum observed in any

- Convert to proportions
- Divide all samples by their total counts

- Quantile normalization
- Divide samples by their value at a particular quantile (e.g., 90%)

Why are these problematic?
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Factors of Technical Variation
General theme: Remove latent factors likely due to technical variation.
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Refinement: Negative Controls
Suppose a gene had two characteristics,

- Gene is unaffected by treatment / control
- Technical variation affects this gene in the same way it affects all others

This gene can be used to “correct” for technical variation in the RUV setup.
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Negative control correction is sensitive to the choice of control genes.

Alternatively, we can use technical replicates → should exhibit no true variation
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- DESeq2 does something closer to upper quantile normalization

Estimating Factors

Typical value for 
that RSV

How much larger is this 
sample, for that RSV?

How much larger is this 
sample, across RSVs?
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- Misconception: To use a t-test, you need normally distributed data.
- Reality: You only need normality in means
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Count Structure (and skewness)
- Misconception: To use a t-test, you need normally distributed data.
- Reality: You only need normality in means

This follows from the central limit theorem    
and large enough sample sizes.

Fundamental Problem
We usually need covariates  (can’t just 
use two-group means), and need to 
model the original count data.



Usual Linear Regression

Gaussian errors 
around a regression 
function.



Usual Linear Regression

Gaussian errors 
around a regression 
function.

This error structure 
makes no sense for 
count data!



Extension: Generalized Linear Models
- Generalized linear models extend linear regression to other error structures

- For example, can make the data be Poisson around a regression function
- Inferential theory from linear regression carries over (confidence intervals, 

prediction intervals, ...)



Overdispersion → Negative Binomial Distn.
- Poisson models tend to underestimate variance (only one parameter)
- A two-parameter alternative is the Negative Binomial distribution
- (also called “Gamma-Poisson”)

Fixed mean, but different amounts of 
dispersion, according to parameter r
[from wikipedia]



Aside: Unsupervised Versions
- Active area of research



DESeq2 Dispersion Estimates



Alternative: Transform Counts
- Log transform (with pseudocounts)
- Variance Stabilizing Transformation / Regularized Log
- Advantage: Plug into methods expecting ‘more gaussian’ data
- Disadvantage: Lose probabilistic interpretations



High-Dimensionality
- Lots of RSVs, relatively few samples
- Two very general principles,

- Share information whenever possible
- Control the False Discovery Rate



MA Plots
- The usual paradigm



Random Effects Models
- Gelman schools example
- Do similar sharing across genes



Sharing for Dispersions



False Discovery Rate control
- Gene level tests

- t-tests
- GLMs

- Correction (picture of sorted p-values)



DESeq2 Summary
F



Conclusion
- Have some powerful tools at your disposal

- Negative controls
- Latent factor corrections
- Count data modeling
- Information sharing
- False Discovery Rate Control

- Every new technology needs new normalization and 


